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Comments on Proposal L2/12-039, “Proposal to add two letters to the Grantha repertoire”
S. Palaniappan,

President, South Asia Research and Information Institute, Dallas

In his proposal, L2/12-039, Michael Everson wants to add Tamil letters NNNA and LLLA to the
Grantha character set and encode them as Grantha NNNA and Grantha LLLA.

Epigraphists’ view of NNNA and LLLA in Grantha
Before addressing each letter’s inclusion into Grantha, I would like to address the issue of
whether Grantha script ever included the letters NNNA and LLLA. Over several centuries both
Grantha and Tamil scripts have been used macaronically in inscriptions. Sometimes this has
resulted in Tamil NNNA or LLLA being used in words in which other characters are from the
Grantha script. Notwithstanding these occurrences, there has been no epigraphist who has called
LLLA and NNNA as Grantha characters. Not surprisingly, books describing Grantha alphabet do
not include LLLA and NNNA as Grantha letters. As a result, we can say that there is no evidence
that Grantha character set ever included NNNA and LLLA.

On the inclusion of NNNA in the Grantha script
Going by the order of letters presented in L2/12-039, let us look at NNNA first. The example
given in the proposal as justifying the addition of NNNA to Grantha is a false evidence, which is
obvious to anyone with a basic knowledge of the use of Tamil and Grantha scripts by the Tamils.

Exhibit 1.Example used by Everson in proposal L2/12-039

The example given is grammatically and orthographically Tamil. This is an example of the

mixed freely. In this case, – is Tamil and is a Tamilized Sanskrit word with the
Tamil ending –m both Grantha and Tamil
characters in this text string. The last character is the Tamil letter ம (ma) with a dot ( ) to
make it a pure consonant Ά(m). The letter main Tamil script looks very different from ma in

Grantha script. So when Everson claimsthat the string is in Grantha script
implying all the characters are in Grantha script, it is not true. So, any claim that NNNA is used
in the Grantha script is not proven.

That Grantha has had no NNNA can be shown by the following example.
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Epigraphia Indica, vol. 17, p. 302. I am using the word ‘transcription’ instead of ‘transliteration’
deliberately since the letter stands for Grantha as well as Tamil Cin the inscription.

p. 302

n and the last letter of
. The first name is

written in Grantha1

lines in the estampage are shown in Exhibit 3.

It can be seen that the plates clearly distinguish between the dental n and the alveolar . The
significance of this will be seen in Exhibit 4 where Grantha characters are transliterated into

characters.

1There is a difference of opinion regarding the last letter as discussed in the following pages.
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Ten Pandya Copper Plates, p. 28

Exhibit 4shows that the dental n n and the alveolar
by the authors of Ten Pandya Copper plates. These lines

end in dental n and are of Sanskrit origin.

However, not all scholars agree that the last n in each of these names is Grantha n. Exhibit 5
presents lines 98-103 with the Grantha letters in English transliteration and the Tamil text in
Tamil script as presented by Dr. Michael Lockwood, the author of “The Creation of the Pallava
Grantha Tamil Script.”2

One will notice that the last letter of those Sanskrit-derived words is written as Tamil dental n.
The reasons for Lockwood considering this letter as Tamil n are explained by him as shown in
Exhibit 6.

2This paper, "The Creation of the Pallava Grantha Tamil Script", by Michael Lockwood, is based on a paper of the
same name, which he presented on May 9th, 2004, at Harvard University, and on its enlarged version, Lockwood
(2008: 77-110). It should be noted that in his paper Lockwood uses ‘Grantha Sanskrit’ and ‘Grantha Tamil’ to refer
to Grantha and Tamil scripts as discussed in the present document.
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Exhibit 6.Discussion by Michael Lockwood on why dental n in the names on lines 98-103 should
be deemed Tamil n

Tamil , Tamil n, and Grantha n were all available for
the inscriber, it is clear that, because he was using the Grantha script in the rest of the word, he
made it a point to use dental n instead of the alveolar even if the target he was trying to
transcribe was alveolar . This indicates that NNNA had no place in the Grantha script. (The

n or Grantha n
since the letters were similar in shape.)

points to the problem of similar-looking letters in Grantha and Tamil scripts. Now on top of
already existing problems such as these, Everson wants to add Tamil NNNA to the Grantha set
which will make it far worse for data entry and later use of the digital corpus of Tamil
inscriptions with profuse mixture of Tamil and Grantha scripts.
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So I request UTC to reject the inclusion of NNNA in the Grantha set.

On the inclusion of LLLA in the Grantha script

As for adding ழ
also. The reasons are as follows.

LLLA not native to Sanskrit
First of all, the letter LLLA is not native to Sanskrit. Please see L2/11-326explaining its
occurrence in Vedic texts in Tamil Nadu and Kerala.

LLLA not considered to be a Grantha Letter by Epigraphists
Epigraphists have never considered LLLA as a Grantha letter. I include below some
epigraphists’ discussion of the occurrence of Tamil LLLA in the midst of Grantha characters in
Sanskrit and Tamil texts and in the midst of box-headed characters in a Sanskrit text. The
geographic locations of these inscriptions range from Tamil Nadu to Andhra Pradesh.

First I give an excerpt from the paper, “Convertibility of Surds and Sonants,” by K. G. Krishnan
in Indo-Iranian Journal, vol. 14, No. 3-4 (1972), pp.239-246. It should be noted that this was a
reference Dr. Naga Ganesan offered as evidence in support of his proposal to include ‘Dravidian’
letters such as LLLA and NNNA to Grantha script. (See L2/11-034.)

In discussing the rendering of Tamil language texts in Grantha script, Krishnan says, “We now
turn to sources containing Tamil texts, passages or phrases in Grantha script which was basically
designed to write Sanskrit texts only. Sanskrit inscriptions in the Tamil country give the details
related to the grant, which require the Tamil names of donors, donees and the location of the land
granted, to be transliterated…It is found that in most cases the relevant sections do not contain
the transliteration of all the Tamil expressions. They generally insert the Tamil letters such as ,
, etc., in the midst of the Tamil words wherever transliterated.”3 [Emphasis mine]. What

Krishnan means by “transliterated” is ‘transliterated into Grantha script’. It should be noted that
Krishnan refers to as a Tamil letter even when used within an overall Sanskrit text. For
examples Krishnan refers to South Indian Inscriptions, vol. 3, p. 453,where the Grantha
characters in the original inscription are transliterated into Devanagari characters. This is shown
in Exhibit 7.A copy of the actual lines of the inscription corresponding to the transliterated lines
in Exhibit 7 is given in Exhibit 8.

3pp. 242-43
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Exhibit 7.Examples of use of Tamil LLLA in the midst of Grantha script, which is transliterated
into Devanagari

Exhibit 8. Examples of use of Tamil LLLA in the midst of Grantha script in Sinnamanur Plates,
South Indian Inscriptions, vol. 3, no. 206, opposite p. 453
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It should be pointed out that in Exhibit 8, when the Grantha letters were transliterated into
Devanagari in line 60, along with (LLLA), (NNNA) was also rendered as Tamil and not
transliterated into Devanagari, which stands for Grantha in this case.

In the same Indo-Iranian Journal article, Krishnan refers to another “inscription having Sanskrit
and Tamil sections portions both written in the Grantha script.”4This is the Chintakamanta Grant
of Somesa described by H. K. Narasimhaswami and K. G. Krishnan.5 Exhibit 9 presents the
statement of Narasimhaswami and Krishnan regarding the use of LLLA in the inscription.

Exhibit 9. H. K. Narasimhaswami and and K. G. Krishnan on the use of LLLA in Chintakamanta
grant, Epigraphia Indica, vol. 17, no. 32, p. 175-76

Exhibit 10 shows an example of the use of LLLA in the Chintakamanta grant.

Exhibit 10. The use of Tamil LLLA amidst Grantha in Chintakamanta grant.

4p. 243
5Epigraphia Indica, vol. 37, pp.175ff.
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Exhibit 11 shows the transliteration of the relevant portion of the grant by H. K.
Narasimhaswami and K. G. Krishnan.

Exhibit 11. Transliterated excerpt from the Chintakamanta grant showing the use of LLLA,
Epigraphia Indica, vol. 37, p.182.

Sanskrit language. The plates have been described by C. R. Krishnamacharlu6, who says, “Above

country.”7 [Emphasis mine] The relevant text transliterated in English is shown in Exhibit 12.

6Epigraphia Indica, vol. 24, no. 43, pp. 296ff
7Epigraphia Indica, vol. 24, no. 43, p.297



Exhibit 13 below shows the letter LLLA used in the Vi
Tamil letter LLLA is used in contexts involving different languages and different scripts.

Exhibit 13. Excerpt

Thus it is clearly established by s
amidst Grantha letters has been Tamil LLLA and that Grantha had no LLLA of its own. (Tamil
LLLA has even been used amidst

Therefore, as far as the traditional Grantha script is concerned, there is no basis for adding LLLA
to it.

Frits Staal, a Sanskrit scholar,

“Granthaழ - Malayalam ഴ”.8

Malayalam ഴ had their origin in
Staal’s use of “Grantha ழ”was
repertoire.

Exhibit 14. Frits Staal’s erroneous terminology of “Grantha

The use of LLLA in the Samavedic texts as given in the example
considered as no different from any of the examples cited above where LLLA occurs amidst
Grantha characters and has been called by epigraphists as Tamil LLLA.
Exhibit 15 for a Sanskrit text in an inscription (no.

8Staal (1961: 69)

letter LLLA used in the Vi i grant. Thus we see that the same
Tamil letter LLLA is used in contexts involving different languages and different scripts.

. Excerpt grant showing the use of Tamil LLLA

Thus it is clearly established by scholars of epigraphy that the letter LLLA that has been used
amidst Grantha letters has been Tamil LLLA and that Grantha had no LLLA of its own. (Tamil
LLLA has even been used amidst the box-headed characters used in the Telugu country.)

, as far as the traditional Grantha script is concerned, there is no basis for adding LLLA

Frits Staal, a Sanskrit scholar, who was not an epigraphist used confusing terminology
referred to “Tamil

See Exhibit 14. Obviously, he did not know that

had their origin in Grantha
was in error and offers no basis to include LLLA in the Grantha

. Frits Staal’s erroneous terminology of “Grantha

use of LLLA in the Samavedic texts as given in the example in L2/12-
no different from any of the examples cited above where LLLA occurs amidst

Grantha characters and has been called by epigraphists as Tamil LLLA. For
text in an inscription (no. 472 of 1909) in Ā Tirunakari

9

i grant. Thus we see that the same
Tamil letter LLLA is used in contexts involving different languages and different scripts.

grant showing the use of Tamil LLLA

of epigraphy that the letter LLLA that has been used
amidst Grantha letters has been Tamil LLLA and that Grantha had no LLLA of its own. (Tamil

headed characters used in the Telugu country.)

, as far as the traditional Grantha script is concerned, there is no basis for adding LLLA

hist used confusing terminology in
Tamil

did not know that Tamil ழ and

Grantha script. So
no basis to include LLLA in the Grantha

. Frits Staal’s erroneous terminology of “Grantha ழ”

-039 should be
no different from any of the examples cited above where LLLA occurs amidst

For another example, see
Tirunakari.
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Exhibit 15.Ā
(Source: South Indian Inscriptions, vol. 26, no. 496, p.334)

As in earlier examples, here Tamil LLLA is used amidst Grantha characters. Although used in an
otherwise Sanskrit verse, the reason for the use of LLLA is that the word, in which it occurs,

(மழவ), is a Tamil name. The inscriber has used Grantha ma and Grantha va but had to
borrow Tamil to render the Tamil name.This linguistic fact has to be preserved by encoding
LLLA as Tamil and not as Grantha.

This issue is also similar to persons using English letters in Tamil words such as ‘fܱܨᾹ ῄ ’,
‘fܤܗᾢ ᾿ ’, ᾽ܭܥ‘ ܐ ff’, which one finds on the Web where a few mix English ‘f’ with Tamil

characters. One cannot advocate the addition of English (or Latin) f to Tamil block based on such
usage.

Data Entry and Data Use
A very serious problem will ensue if LLLA is coded as Grantha LLLA. As a person who has
been using epigraphic data on an ongoing basis for decades, I am interested in preserving the
fidelity of the potential database of encoded inscriptions to the information the scholarly
epigraphists have developed over more than a century. Moreover, I am interested in the ability of
the future users of the epigraphic database to search and find needed data in the database.

With respect to the fidelity of the database to existing epigraphic knowledge, we need to ensure
what is in the published epigraphic reports are encoded accurately. For instance, consider the



Exhibit 16. LLLA occurring amidst Grantha c
Inscriptions, vol. 8,

This word occurs in the midst of a Tamil inscription of the time of
century. The letters before and after LLLA are Grantha characters. If there is only one way to
encode LLLA, as Tamil LLLA,
LLLA. If on the other hand, LLLA
in this case? A data entry person most likely will encode it as Grantha
after are Grantha. This changes the epigraphic fact as scholars have concluded for more than a
century. As often seen in inscriptions,
in Tamil or Grantha letters in at least four possible combinations with LLLA remaining
in all cases. However, different data entry persons might choose different LLLA in the different
cases. Now consider a long name in which LLLA occur
combinations increase significantly. Now can
database and getting all the occurrences
will be a nightmare. On the other hand, if LLLA is going to be encoded as Tamil, then it
a much cleaner database and easier

As a result of the considerable havocadding LLLA will cause
potentially enormous corpus of epigraphic information, I request the UTC to reject the addition
of LLLA to the Grantha repertoire

Conclusion
Epigraphists and scholars using epigraphic data like me form a major segment of the future users
of the Grantha encoding in Unicode. The
proposal which has been approved by UTC is the
Any addition of letters unique to Tamil (vis
repertoire advocated by the proposal L2/12
epigraphists and other scholars by makin
Unicode Technical Committee t
of India’s proposal already approved by UTC.

amidst Grantha characters in a Tamil word in South Indian
8, no. 5, p. 4

This word occurs in the midst of a Tamil inscription of the time of
century. The letters before and after LLLA are Grantha characters. If there is only one way to

as Tamil LLLA, whoever enters the data will encode it in only one way, as Tamil
LLLA. If on the other hand, LLLA could be encoded as Grantha too, how will LLLA be entered
in this case? A data entry person most likely will encode it as Grantha since the letters before and

changes the epigraphic fact as scholars have concluded for more than a
As often seen in inscriptions, the letters preceding and following LLLA can be rendered

in Tamil or Grantha letters in at least four possible combinations with LLLA remaining
in all cases. However, different data entry persons might choose different LLLA in the different

name in which LLLA occurs multiple times and the possible
combinations increase significantly. Now can anyone imagine a person trying to search the

getting all the occurrences involving the use of LLLA? The use of such a database
will be a nightmare. On the other hand, if LLLA is going to be encoded as Tamil, then it

cleaner database and easier to use.

As a result of the considerable havocadding LLLA will cause to data entry
potentially enormous corpus of epigraphic information, I request the UTC to reject the addition

repertoire.

Epigraphists and scholars using epigraphic data like me form a major segment of the future users
of the Grantha encoding in Unicode. The Grantha repertoire in the Government of India’s
proposal which has been approved by UTC is the optimal solution to the Grantha
Any addition of letters unique to Tamil (vis-à-vis traditional Grantha repertoire) to the Grantha
repertoire advocated by the proposal L2/12-039 will cause enormous damage to the interests of
epigraphists and other scholars by making the digital corpus unreliable. Therefore
Unicode Technical Committee to reject the proposal L2/12-039 and stick with the Government
of India’s proposal already approved by UTC.
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haracters in a Tamil word in South Indian

th

century. The letters before and after LLLA are Grantha characters. If there is only one way to
n only one way, as Tamil

, how will LLLA be entered
since the letters before and

changes the epigraphic fact as scholars have concluded for more than a
the letters preceding and following LLLA can be rendered

in Tamil or Grantha letters in at least four possible combinations with LLLA remaining identical
in all cases. However, different data entry persons might choose different LLLA in the different

and the possible
rson trying to search the
? The use of such a database

will be a nightmare. On the other hand, if LLLA is going to be encoded as Tamil, then it will be

and use of the
potentially enormous corpus of epigraphic information, I request the UTC to reject the addition

Epigraphists and scholars using epigraphic data like me form a major segment of the future users
Government of India’s

Grantha encoding issue.
vis traditional Grantha repertoire) to the Grantha

039 will cause enormous damage to the interests of
g the digital corpus unreliable. Therefore, I urge the

stick with the Government
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